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Conservation statement (al leads to a description of the evolution-of the radial porosity distribution in the fuel element and combination of all three permits assessment of the conditions under which actinide redistribution due to the movement of closed pores can occur. -: . . ·>.:
,_ .:-··-·., ...
. In ordieir ~to ltre.htJt.hij move;;nen,j:. 9JE aores in mixed oxide fuel, · · --the following· assUmptions are made:
..
1)
The pores are closed and migrate only in the radial .c.-· direction under the influence of the temperature gradient in a cylindrical fuel rod.
2}
The pore migra_tion velocity is a knmvn function of radial position (via the known temperature and 0/M gradients).
3}

4}
The pores are all of the same size.
The volume of each pore is independent of radial position and time.
As a result of assumptions 1 and 3, collisions and coalescence between migrating pores do not occur.
Consider a region in the fuel at radial position r at time t. Since the pores move exclusively in the radial direction· under the influence ·of the thermal gradient, their flux is given by:
where v is the migration veloci~y of the individual pores, which is known as a function o~ temperature, temperature gradient and local fuel 0/M. Consequently, v may be considered as a specified function of radial position, v(r}. The minus sign in Eq (3} appears because the' pore velocity is usually considered to be positive when in the -r direction. is the as-fab,ricated porosity. The appropriate boundary condition for Eq (51 is:
:~:
,:
·,._'::,~· :·~· where the outer fuel radius has been·r~placed by infinity. because,._ .. ,.,. :~
of the absence of pore motion (due to the low tempe~ature} at all . 
Equating solid volumes before and after pore redistributio.n and
where.the upper limit on the integral has been approximated by infinity.
Given the pore migration velocity v(r}, Eqs (9) through (11} can be solved numerically for the rel'ative po~osity n (r ,t).
Eq {12} then yields the radius of the central.void (at timet). where Pu+Pu is the actinide oxide vapor pressure at temperature T and R is the gas constant.
The total mass flux of the heavy metals (either as solid or L.
I
as vapor) past a plane perpendicular to the r-direction is . ~-·-
;·-. of the diffusive term -Dsfs (~q/~;), 11here Ds is the volume diffusion coefficient of Pu-t 4 in the mixed oxide, to the purely convective contribution qJ·~ in the plutonium flux expression.
- Applying the product differentiation rule to Eq (18) and using Eq (15) yields:
which is subject to the following conditions: . : J ..
where. q 0 is the cation fraction of. plutonium in the fr-esh fuel.·" The problem described above has been considered by Lackey, Homan and Olsen(5). · They write the,governing conservation equations in finite difference form to facilitate incorporation into an existing fuel modeling code. Their Eqs (13) and (15) may be transformed to differential equations and compared. with the equations obtained above;when so converted, their Eq (13) is identical to our Eq (9).
Converting their Eq (15) to differential form in the same manner yields:
' which is not the same as the analogous differential equation developed in · .the preceding section (i.e., Eg (19)). Their Eq (15) (or Eq (23) above) is believed to be incorrect for the following reason:
···Their symbol MA. represents the mass of heavy metal added to the radial 1. increment i during the time period. Since the density of heavy metal oxides ' . 
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